Introduction 23
Lichenometric dating has come a long way since its first use in the 1930s. Proposed as 24 a relative dating technique by Knut Faegri (1934) and developed by Roland Beschel 25 (1950, 1958, 1961, etc surface to measuring whole populations of several thousand lichen thalli (Table 1) . 31
Measurement parameters also vary. The long axis, short axis, average diameter, the 32 mean diameter of a number of lichens, the modal frequency of lichen sizes, and the 33 percentage of lichen cover have all been used as metrics to estimate surface age. All 34 of these sampling strategies have marked effects on the construction of lichenometric 35 dating curves, the reported lichen 'growth' rate, and consequently the lichenometric 36 age and precision of the surface being dated. 37
38
Lichenometry started out as a botanical science -field based in essence, primarily the 39 domain of the ecologist or geographer. As its use as a dating technique became more 40 established in the 1960s and 70s, lichens were measured more often by 41 geomorphologists and geologists eager to know the age of recent landforms, 42 especially in high latitude and alpine settings. In the past decade, however, several 43 papers have pushed lichenometry further towards the statistical sciences. Data 44 collected in the field is now subjected to increasingly complex statistical procedures 45 back in the office. In the past 3 years, 2 groups have presented lichen data using new 46 and different statistical approaches: (1) Winchester in the 1980s. She used multiple lichen species to derive several site-160 specific dating curves which, when used in combination, reduced uncertainty and 161 improved accuracy (Winchester 1984 McCarroll (1993, 1994) . However, this lichenometric approach was principally 187 devised to investigate geomorphic activity in multi-event deposits. Rather than using 188 the size-frequency approach, which is best suited for dating single-event surfaces, 189
McCarroll chose to modify the largest lichen approach to examine the age-frequency Table 1 ). For dating curves constructed using the LL 228 or 5LL, 2 standard deviations are preferred (95% confidence limits). The interpolated 229 ages can be presented with the associated standard error, derived in the normal way, 230 using (a) the lichen diameter, (b) the relevant calibration points, and (c) the value of 231 the curve fitted through the calibration points at the relevant intersection. Any 232 calibrated-age dating technique, such as lichenometry, will always be subject to the 233 precision uncertainties of the field measurements combined with the construction of 234 the calibration curve. These can be expressed and, in many cases, are incorporated 235 into the derived lichenometric ages. If a new technique to derive mathematical 236 uncertainty implies greater confidence than the original data warrants, regardless of its 237 complexity, the technique risks serving no purpose. This is surely a major criticism of 238 the new methodology proposed by the GEV group. 
